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Concluding the volume are Chapter 12, Special Theories-with more examples 
still of tableau-based reasoning-and Chapter 13, Decidability and Completeness. It 
is pointed out in the latter that the tableau method is complete for universal validity. 
Together the two chapters nicely round off the enterprise. 
Overall the book may leave the impression that one could not ask for more: not 
only is “everything” there-an abundance of theories, examples, and a system of 
formal deduction-but it is organised with a remorseless care and uniformity that 
inspires confidence in the soundness of the structure and in the authors’ commitment 
to rigorous reasoning. 
A dissenting view, however, would be that one could well ask for less. There is 
the feeling that mechanical support is not only appropriate for the tableau style of 
reasoning, but essential. (And it is available, from a company mentioned in the 
preface.) Perhaps behind the scenes is the belief that for predicate calculation to 
be accessible to beginners, it should be within a framework that makes searching 
for the proof as painless as possible. Indeed, this material has been used not only 
with graduates and undergraduates but also computer pror’essionals from industry. 
But enjoying the search for a proof is only a part of being good at finding proofs; 
and it might not be related at all to the presentation of proofs, which is a part of 
our scientific discourse. The two steps 
mKvYMx, Y) 
iff (VY)(~XWYMX, Y) because y is not free 
hence (Vy)(Wq(x, Y) instantiating inner (Vy) to y, 
and then the deduction theorem, are the most convincing proof that I know of the 
example quoted earlier. Even if a tableau suggested such an approach, it might well 
not be the best way of presenting the result. 
The scope, presentation, accuracy, and rigour of this volume (and its companion) 
are exemplary. It has a wealth of examples, a good index, and a section containing 
references to other work. Whether one buys the tableau approach to deduction, 
however, is another matter: that is a concern that could well decide the suitability 
of this teaching approach to the foundations of computer science. 
Carroll MORGAN 
Programming Research Group 
Oxford University 
Oxford, United Kingdom 
Stephen Bpawep, Introduction to Parallel Programming (Academic Press, Troy, MO, 
USA, 1990), Price $39.95, ISBN 0-12-128470-O. 
To quote the back cover “ This text is the first practical introduction to the art and 
science of parallel programming. . . “, and certainly the emphasis is practical rather 
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than theoretical. Various parallel programming kzchniques are described in the 
context of a shared-memory multiprocessor, and though no particular architecture 
is identified perhaps it is useful to know that the author is employed by Encore 
Coiilputer Corporation. To avoid the machine-dependent extensions of Fortran 
which are commonly used to program such architectures, the author introduces and 
uses throughout a subset of Fortran 77 which he calls Tiny Fortrun. All the necessary 
features for invoking and controlling parallelism are then subroutine or function 
calls. While this seems to work quite well, the omission of the type LOGICAL leads 
to the use of integer flags in a way that some will deprecate. Processes are created 
and destroyed by process-fork and process-join, and variables are private 
unless tile arguments of earlier calls to the subroutine shared, which also needs to 
be told how many bytes they occupy! All this is crude, but effective, and the author’s 
intention is that there be a simple mapping from these features to those found in 
practice. 
The main concepts for the control of parallelism are spin locks and barriers. 
Semaphores and events are not described until the final chapter-so clearly the 
reader is meant o regard these as less fundamental. The main concepts are introduced 
very gradually-this really is an introduction-with ample simple illustrative pro- 
grams. Thus the discussion of spin locks starts on page 83, that of barriers on page 
103, and deadlock is not discussed until page 264. The space between is full of 
illustrations of how to split loops between parallel processes and how to overcome 
some of the problems of data dependency which can arise when you do this. 
The programs are not entirely free of errors, but there are many programs and 
rhe errors fairly few and unimportant. The examples are, in some cases, quite 
substantial, e.g. a parallel discrete event simulation (in Tiny Fortran!). To those 
who know much about parallel pro;.ramming this book will be painfully slow. It is 
clearly intended for those with almost no previous exposure to the area. In general 
such people will not be computer scientists but application programmers from other 
disciplines. The main value of this book to the academic computing community is 
in the demonstration it provides of how painful it can be to modify a sequential 
program to exploit parallelism using these constructs. If effective use of parallel 
computers cannot be made easier than this they may never catch on! 
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